
HYBRID SHOWERS
DADA

HYBRID SHOWERS
Formidra Solar Technology
+ hot water connection

DADA
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DADA PIÙ

DADA CURVE

DADA STRAIGHT

Formidra renews its flagship model, the DADA. Available 
in straight or curved version, it combines Formidra 
hybrid technology with a capacity of 40L, guaranteeing 
temperature showers, whatever the number of users. 
The high-end finishes of its stainless steel-look mixers, 
its adjustable shower head and handshower make it an 
exceptional object.

Also available as a curved version, the DADA CURVE stands
out thanks to its taunt lines and its extremely flat, mirror-effect
square showerhead.
Thanks to its slender curves, it will naturally blend in to any garden
while adding a designer touch

Anodised stainless steel
+ wood effect casing

DS-D463AW

Anthracite paint 
finish

DS-D463NO

Anthracite paint finish
+ brushed aluminium casing

DS-D463NX

REVENDEUR AGRÉÉ

Material Aluminium

Capacity 40L

Weight 25 kg

Height 228 cm 

Material Aluminum

Capacity 40L

Weight 25 kg

Height 222 cm 

Base dimensions 14 x 32.4 cm 

Entry connections  Ø1/2’’ 1 Hot / 1 Cold

Fixing kit included

Warranty 2 years

Base dimensions 14 x 32.4 cm 

Entry connections  Ø1/2’’ 1 Hot / 1 Cold

Fixing kit included

Warranty 2 years

SPECIFICATIONS

SPECIFICATIONS

The DADA line not only includes FORMIDRA 
solar technology but also a hot water inlet 
from the main supply of the house. This 
way, you benefit from 100% solar hot 
water abd from hot water drawn from the 
domestic supply when necessary.

HYBRID TECHNOLOGY
FORMIDRA INNOVATION

Eau froide

Eau chaude

Anthracite paint finish + 
brushed aluminium casing

DS-D363NX

Anthracite paint finish
+ brushed aluminium casing 

DS-D363NO
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